Active inference provides a biologically plausible process theory of brain function. It specifies neuronal dynamics for state-estimation in terms of a gradient descent on (variational) free energy -a measure of the fit between an internal (generative) model and sensory observations. When formulated for discrete state-space generative models, the free energy gradient turns out to be a prediction error -plausibly encoded in the average membrane potentials of neuronal populations. Conversely, the expected probability of a state can then be expressed in terms of firing rates. We establish a construct validity to this scheme -by showing that it is consistent with current models of neuronal dynamics -and face validity, as it is able to synthesize a wide range of biologically plausible electrophysiological responses. We then show that these neuronal dynamics approximate natural gradient descent, a wellknown optimisation algorithm from information geometry that prescribes locally optimal belief updates. Lastly, numerical simulations suggest that both schemes perform equally well on average. The performance of belief updating is scored in terms of information length, a measure of the distance travelled in information space, which has a direct interpretation in terms of metabolic efficiency. These results show that active inference is consistent with state-of-the-art models of neuronal dynamics and coincides with the natural gradient. This suggests that natural selection, by selecting the phenotypes that optimise metabolic and computational efficiency, has implicitly approximated the steepest direction in information space; namely, natural gradient descent.
Introduction
We start from the premise that natural selection has optimised metabolic and computational efficiency in neural processing [1] [2] [3] [4] . From an information theoretic viewpoint, a computation is simply a change in information, or (Bayesian) beliefs held by an agent. By belief, we mean a probability distribution over a set of states that corresponds to the agent's trust that it is, or not, in this or another state. From the perspective of the Bayesian brain hypothesis [5] [6] [7] , the brain is constantly optimising beliefs about states of affairs in the outside world in relation to its sensations.
This belief updating has an associated energetic cost. In fact, the energetics needed for a change in beliefs may be quantified by the change in information encoded by the agent over time, as the organism has to alter, e.g., synaptic weights or restore transmembrane potentials. Mathematically, this corresponds to the information length of the path travelled by the agent in the space of probabilistic beliefs during belief updating. Formally, this follows from Landauer's principle [8, 9] , as a change in information entails heat generation, thus, the information length of a path quantifies the energy consumed by travelling along that path. To optimise metabolic and computational efficiency of belief updating, it is necessary to take the shortest possible path during belief updating.
Active inference allows to formalise belief updating or inference dynamics as a gradient flow on variational free energy, which corresponds to performing approximate Bayesian inference (i.e., variational Bayes) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] or minimising hierarchical prediction error [15, 16] . Thus, optimising the metabolic efficiency of belief updating corresponds to a belief-update scheme that pertains the free energy minimum (i.e., point of optimal inference) via the shortest possible path, on average. This is a non-trivial problem -a problem that natural selection appears to have solved [13, 14] . In the hypothetical case, where an agent knows the free energy minimum in advance, it could potentially reach it via the shortest path, but in general, it must find the shortest trajectory using only local information about the free energy landscape. Understanding how biological agents solve this problem might not only improve our understanding of neuronal architectures in the brain, but also yield useful insights for the fields of mathematical optimisation and machine learning.
Many problems in perception can be cast as state-estimation, which involves inferring the latent causes of observations (e.g., the temperature in the room given the sensation of warmth on the skin, or the size of an object given the pattern of receptor activation in the retina). Active inference provides a biologically plausible process theory of brain function [16, 17] and offers a solution to this problem. This solution involves using a forward (generative) model that describes how sensory data are generated based on latent causes. By inverting such models, one can map from sensory data to beliefs about their most probable causes. Practically, this corresponds to a gradient descent on free energy. The gradients of the free energy turn out to have the form of a prediction error [16] , which offers the intuitive interpretation that a descent on free energy suppresses discrepancies between current beliefs and incoming sensory data, or maximises the mutual information between them [1] . In the case of discrete state-space generative models -e.g., partially observable Markov decision processes [18] -state-estimation is given as a (softmax) function of accumulated negative free energy gradients [17] . This process theory has a degree of face validity as it has been successful in simulating a wide range of behaviour in the neurosciences, including planning and navigation [19] , niche construction [20, 21] , saccadic eye movements [22] , visual foraging [23, 24] , visual neglect [25] , hallucinations [26] , impulsivity [27] , reading [28, 29] and abstract rule learning [30] . This paper is structured as follows. In the first part, we show that neuronal population dynamics, that represent processes optimised by natural selection, are consistent with the dynamics prescribed by active inference for state-estimation. Secondly, we assess the computational efficiency of state-estimation in active inference. We show that it follows an approximate natural gradient descent on free energy. Numerical simulations show that the correspondence holds well in practice. Natural gradient descent follows the direction of steepest descent of objective functions defined on statistical manifolds [31] . This leads to short paths to the minimum in convex landscapes, which is the case for the free energy encountered in discrete state-estimation (see Appendix A). These results suggest that natural selection, by optimising metabolic and computational efficiency, has implicitly approximated the steepest direction in information space; namely, natural gradient descent.
The softmax activation function in neural population dynamics
This section rehearses a basic yet fundamental feature of mean-field formulations of neural dynamics; namely, the average firing rate of a neural population follows a sigmoid function of the average membrane potential. It follows that firing rates can be expressed as a softmax function of average transmembrane potentials, when considering multiple coupled neural populations, as the softmax is simply a generalisation of the sigmoid to vector inputs. This can be seen by the fact that the sigmoid, respectively softmax, function is used in univariate, respectively multivariate, logistic regression.
The sigmoid relationship between membrane potential and firing rate, was originally derived by Wilson and Cowan [32] , who showed that any unimodal distribution of thresholds within a neural population, whose individual neurons are modelled as a Heaviside response unit, results in a sigmoid activation function at the population level. This is because the population's activation function can be construed as smoothing (i.e., convolving) the Heaviside function with the distribution of thresholds.
The assumption that the sigmoid arises from the distribution of thresholds in a neural population remained unchallenged for many years. However, the dispersion of neuronal thresholds is, quantitatively, much less important than the variance of neuronal membrane potential within populations [33] . Marreiros and colleagues showed that the sigmoid activation function can be more plausibly motivated by considering the variance of neuronal potentials within a population [34] , which is generally modelled by a Gaussian distribution under the Laplace assumption in mean-field treatments of neural population dynamics [35] . Briefly, with a low variance on neuronal states, the sigmoid function that is obtained -as a convolution of the Heaviside function -has a steep slope, which means that the neural population as a whole, fires selectively with respect to the mean membrane potential, and vice-versa. This important fact, which was verified experimentally using dynamic causal modelling [34, 36] , means that the variance of membrane potentials implicitly encodes the (inverse) precision of the information encoded within the population.
Currently, the sigmoid activation function is the most commonly used function to relate average transmembrane potential to average firing rate in mean-field formulations of neural population dynamics [37, 38] and deep neural networks [12, 39] . This relationship logically extends to a softmax function when considering multiple coupled neural populations.
Active inference and neural population dynamics
Active inference prescribes neuronal dynamics that follow a gradient descent on (variational) free energy [17] . For state estimation on discrete state-space generative models, the free energy gradient corresponds to a prediction error [16] . This means that to infer the states of their environment, biological agents reduce the discrepancy between their predictions of the environment and their observations. Variational free energy is a function of approximate posterior beliefs Q, while P indicates the distribution of hidden states (s) and observations (o) under a generative model. Only the observations are directly accessible; hidden states can only be inferred. The symbol EQ means the expectation (i.e., average) of its argument under the subscripted distribution. DKL is known as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [40] and is used as a nonnegative measure of the discrepancy between two distributions. Note that this is not a measure of distance, as it is asymmetric. The second line here shows that the free energy minimising approximate posterior is as close as possible to the true posterior from exact Bayesian inference, which is generally intractable to compute. Exact Bayesian inference requires the approximate and true posterior to be exactly the same, at which point free energy becomes negative log model evidence (a.k.a., marginal likelihood). This explains why the (negative) free energy is sometimes referred to as an evidence lower bound (ELBO) in machine learning. The final line shows a decomposition of the free energy into accuracy and complexity, underlying the need to find the most accurate explanation for sensory observations that is minimally complex (c.f., Horace Barlow's principle of minimum redundancy [41] ).
When a biological organism represents some of its environment in terms of a finite number of possible states (e.g., the locations in space encoded by place cells), we can specify the evolution of its beliefs about the current state in peristimulus time, as a minimisation of the prediction error (i.e., free energy gradient) between its predictions and sensations:
In this equation, s is a softmax function and s represents the agent's expectations about states (as parameters of a categorical distribution Q over states). Explicitly, s is a vector whose i-th component is the agent's belief (expressed as a probability) that it is in the i-th state. The softmax function is a natural choice as the free energy gradient turns out to be a logarithm [16] and the components of s must sum to one.
Just as neuronal dynamics involve translation from post-synaptic potentials to firing rates, these dynamics involve translating from a vector of real numbers (v), to a vector where components are bounded between zero and one (s). As such, it is natural to interpret v as a voltage potentials of neuronal populations, and s as representing their firing rates (since these are upper bounded thanks to neuronal refractory periods). Note the softmax function here plays the same role as in mean-field formulations; it translates average potentials to firing rates. This is consistent with models of neuronal population dynamics and confers one with post-hoc face validity, as it enables to synthesise biologically plausible local field potentials (see Figure 1 ) and a wide-range of other electrophysiological responses, including repetition suppression, mismatch negativity, violation responses, place-cell activity, phase precession, theta-gamma coupling, and more [17] . Panel 1a summarises the problem of finding the minimum of a function (e.g., the free energy). One possibility would be taking the shortest path, which involves climbing up a hill, however in the nescience of the minimum, a viable strategy consists of myopically taking the direction of steepest descent. In panel 1b, we depict an example of a trajectory of an agent's beliefs during the process of perception, which consists of changing beliefs about the state it currently occupies to reach the point of optimal inference (i.e., free energy minimum). In this example the state-space comprises only three states (e.g., three different locations in a room). As they are probabilities over states, the components of s are non-negative and sum to one; hence, the agent's beliefs naturally live on a triangle in three dimensional space. Mathematically, this object is called a (two-dimensional) simplex. This constitutes the belief space on which the free energy is defined. Technically, this object is a smooth statistical manifold, which corresponds to the set of parameters of a categorical distribution. To optimise metabolic and computational efficiency, agents must change their beliefs iteratively on this manifold to reach the free energy minimum via the shortest possible path. In panel 1c we exhibit simulated local field potentials that arise by interpreting the rate of change of v in terms of depolarisations, over a sequence of eight observations (e.g., saccadic eye-movements). As the rate of change is given by the free energy gradients, the decay of these local field potentials to zero coincides with reaching the free energy minimum (at which the gradient is zero by definition). These were obtained during the first numerical simulation described in Figure 3 . For more details on the generation of simulated electrophysiological responses, see [17] .
The idea that state-estimation is expressed in terms of firing rates is well-established when the state-space constitutes an internal representation of space. This is the raison d'être of the study of place cells [42] , grid cells [43] and head-direction cells [44, 45] , where the states infered are physical locations in space. Primary afferent neurons in cats have also been shown to encode kinematic states of the hind limb [46] [47] [48] . Most notably, the seminal work of Hubel and Wiesel [49] showed the existence of neurons encoding orientation of visual stimuli. In short, the very existence of receptive fields in neuroscience speaks to a carving of the world into discrete states under an implicit discrete state generative model. While many of these studies focus on single neuron recordings, the arguments presented above are equally valid and generalise the case of 'populations' comprising of a single neuron.
In summary, the neuronal dynamics associated with perception in active inference are consistent with the literature in neural population dynamics and state-estimation, and are capable of generating a wide range of plausible electrophysiological responses.
A primer on information geometry and natural gradient descent
To assess the computational and metabolic efficiency of a belief trajectory, it becomes necessary to formalise the idea of 'belief space'. These are well-studied structures in the field of information geometry [50, 51] , called statistical manifolds. In our case, these are (smooth) manifolds, where each point corresponds to a certain parameterisation of the probability distribution in consideration (see Figure 2 ). One is then licensed to talk about a change in beliefs as a trajectory on a statistical manifold. Panels 2a-b illustrate the statistical manifolds associated with two well-known probability distributions; namely, the normal distribution and the categorical distribution, respectively. The statistical manifold associated with a probability distribution is the set of all possible parameters that it can take. For the normal distribution, parameterised with mean µ and positive standard deviation V, the associated statistical manifold is the upper half plane (panel 2a). For the categorical distribution, in the case of three possible states, the statistical manifold is the 2-dimensional simplex (panel 2b). More generally, in the case of n possible states, the statistical manifold of the categorical distribution is the set of all vectors with positive components that sum to one, i.e., the (n-1)dimensional simplex. Intuitively, this is a higher-dimensional version of the triangle or the tetrahedron. In panels 2c-d we show that the usual Euclidean distance is ill-suited to measure the information distance between probability distributions. To show this we selected four distributions that correspond to points on the statistical manifold of the normal distribution. One can see that the Euclidean distance between the modes of the red and the blue distributions is the same as that from the orange and the green, however, the difference in information of each respective pair is quite different. In panel 2c, the two distributions correspond to two drastically different beliefs, since there is such little overlap; on the contrary, the beliefs in panel 2d are much more similar. This calls for a different notion of distance that measures the difference in Shannon information between distributions; namely, the information length.
Smooth statistical manifolds are naturally equipped with a particular notion of distance, even though they may be subsets of Euclidean space. This is because the Euclidean distance measures the physical distance between points, while the information length measures distance in terms of the (accumulated) change in Shannon information (see Figure 2 ) along a path. The canonical choice of information length on a statistical manifold is associated with the Fisher information metric tensor g [52] . Technically, a metric tensor is a choice of symmetric, positive definite matrix at each point, which varies smoothly on the manifold. This enables computation of the length of paths as well as the distance between points, by measuring the length of the shortest path (see Appendix B) . Mathematically, the Fisher information metric can be defined the Hessian of the KL-divergence between two infinitesimally close distributions (see Appendix B). This means that the information length of a trajectory on a statistical manifold is given by accruing infinitesimally small changes in the KL-divergence along it.
Amari's natural gradient descent [31, 53] is a well-known optimisation scheme for finding the minimum of functions defined on statistical manifolds (e.g., variational free energy). It consists of preconditioning the vanilla gradient descent update rule with the inverse of the Fisher information metric tensor:
Amari proved that the natural gradient follows the direction of steepest descent of the objective function [31] . In fact, the natural gradient is the generalisation of gradient descent to functions defined on statistical manifolds. This is why it is such an appropriate algorithm to minimise free energy, as the free energy is a convex function for discrete state-space generative models (see Appendix A). Furthermore, preconditioning by the inverse of g means that the natural gradient follows directions of low information length -one can see this, since the directions of greatest (resp. smallest) information length are the eigenvectors of the highest (resp. lowest) eigenvalues of g. This means that natural gradient descent will always converge to the free energy minimum via a short path.
The key point is that agents' beliefs naturally evolve on a statistical manifold and these are equipped with a different notion of distance; namely, the information length. In the case of state-estimation, beliefs evolve on the simplex towards the free energy minimum. Reaching the minimum with a short path translates into higher computational and metabolic efficiency. One scheme that achieves short paths for finding the minimum of the free energy is the natural gradient. In the next section, we will show that the neuronal dynamics entailed by active inference coincide with natural gradient descent.
Active inference approximates natural gradient descent
Discretising the (neuronal) dynamics prescribed by active inference and natural gradient descent, give us the following state-estimation belief updates, respectively:
In these equations the logarithm is taken component-wise, e is the learning rate and ~ denotes normalisation by the sum of the components to ensure that s (t+1) lies on the simplex.
We can relate these dynamics via a first order Taylor expansion of the exponential inside the softmax function:
The symbol denotes the Hadamard product (i.e., elementwise multiplication). Finally, the last line follows since, on the simplex, the inverse of the Fisher information metric tensor is simply a diagonal matrix whose diagonal is s (see Appendix C).
Although these dynamics are approximately equivalent, this does not guarantee that the paths taken with infinitessimaly small time steps, which correspond to biological dynamics, will be the same. One can see this algebraically, since the number of timesteps needed to reach the free energy minimum increases as the learning rate decreases, thus the difference between paths, which can be construed as the sum of the differences at each timestep, is not guaranteed to converge to zero. It is thus necessary to verify that this approximation holds well in practice, by analysing the discrepancy between paths using numerical analysis.
Numerical simulations
In this section, we use numerical simulations of two canonical active inference paradigms (i.e., a two-step maze and a rule learning task) to assess to what extent the correspondence between active inference and natural gradient descent holds true. Our simulations, benchmarked the information length of the belief trajectories taken by both schemes, and in both tasks, which reflects computational and metabolic efficiency. Please see Figure 3 for details.
Our results suggest that both schemes perform equally well on average, across both tasks. It is interesting to see that in some cases, the trajectories taken (by both schemes) are significantly longer than the shortest path (i.e., the geodesic; see Appendix D), which is to be expected since agents' beliefs evolve towards the free energy minimum using local information about the free energy landscape only; however, this was not generally the case in the examples considered here.
Figure 3: Information length and belief trajectories of active inference and natural gradient.
We performed two simulations using both standard active inference and the natural gradient, to compare the information length taken by each scheme, with 128 agents across 24 trials and using a standard step size of e=0.25. The first paradigm simulates a rat in a T- Maze (see panel 3a) . The T-Maze has a reward which is placed either in the right or left upper arm (in red). The bottom arm contains a cue (in blue) that specifies the location of the reward. The rat's initial location is the middle of the T-Maze, as shown in the picture. The initial conditions are specified such that the rat believes it will claim the reward and avoid the upper arm that does not have the reward. Therefore, the optimal strategy consists of collecting the cue (exploration) and then using this information to collect the reward (exploitation). To achieve this, the rat must infer its location and the configuration of the maze, in addition to the route it will take. In this simulation, there are two hidden states, which correspond to the location of the rat in the T-Maze and the location of the reward, respectively. For details of this paradigm, the generative model and ensuing simulation see [17] . The second paradigm was a more complex simulation of abstract rule learning. The details of the simulation are not important -the only important thing is that the sort of generative model -and the mechanisms of belief updating -were identical to the first simulation. The purpose of including this is that it includes a hidden state dimension with three possible alternatives, facilitating a simple visual representation of the associated simplex in panel 3d. Readers interested in the particular paradigm are referred to [30] . The histograms show the information length accrued during belief updating in active inference (in red) and natural gradient (in blue), during the T-Maze and abstract rule learning tasks (resp. panel 3b, 3e). Specifically, this is the information length accrued by each agent at each trial, averaged across agents. One can see that the performance of both schemes -in terms of information lengthare almost identical across tasks. The reasons for systematic variation in information length across trials is that (1) the task configuration varied from trial to trial and (2) the generative models (i.e., representations of the environment) were themselves optimised (i.e., learned) over trials. The boxplots (resp. panels 3c, 3f) illustrate the difference in information length of the histograms (resp. panels 3b, 3e), by subtracting the information length of active inference from the information length of the natural gradient. In the first paradigm, active inference mostly takes shorter paths, which is why the boxplot's values are mostly positive. However, we obtain the opposite pattern in the second simulation. The key point is that the differences in information length are marginal compared to the information length of each trial. Furthermore, both schemes perform equally well across both tasks on average. This suggests that the differences between the two schemes is small. Panel 3d shows an example of the belief trajectories taken during state estimation in abstract rule learning. The red trajectory is standard active inference, the blue is natural gradient descent, and the orange is the geodesic (i.e. shortest path; see Appendix D) to the free energy minimum. This example is not representative of the average, and was chosen for purely illustrative purposes, as the trajectories are very distinct, lengthy and do not coincide with the geodesic. The fact that both schemes take significantly longer paths than the geodesic in this example, was expected to occur in some trials as beliefs evolve to the free energy minimum myopically; however, this apparent suboptimality was atypical, in the tasks considered.
In conclusion, our results suggest that active inference performs an approximate natural gradient descent on free energy. This means that active inference, which offers a normative, biologically plausible process theory of brain function, takes short paths to the free energy minimum, which are most energetically efficient. This suggests that natural selection, by selecting organisms that optimise metabolic efficiency has implicitly approximated the steepest direction in information space; namely, natural gradient descent.
Discussion
In this paper, we have shown that the neural dynamics of active inference are consistent with the literature on neural population dynamics and state-estimation. This is nice since active inference provides a biologically plausible process theory of brain function, which has been widely successful in reproducing behavioural and psychophysical phenomena in the neurosciences [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . This construct validity is further supported by the wide-range of biologically plausible electrophysiological responses that active inference reproduces [17] .
For a full endorsement of the theoretical treatment in this paper, empirical validation of the synthesised electrophysiological responses during state-estimation is needed. To do this, one would have to specify the generative model that a biological agent employs for a particular task. This may be done through comparing alternative hypothetical generative models with empirical (choice) behaviour and computing the relative evidence for each model (e.g., [54] ).
Once the appropriate generative model is found, one would need to compare the evidence for a few possible practical implementations of active inference, which come from various possible approximations to the free energy [55] [56] [57] , each of which yields different belief updates and simulated electrophysiological responses. Note that, the marginal approximation to the free energy, which was used in our simulations, currently stands as the most biologically plausible [55] . Finally, one would be able to assess the explanatory power of active inference in relation to empirical measurements and contrast it with other existing theories.
We have shown that the neuronal process theories associated with active inference follow (approximately) natural gradient descent for state-estimation. This enables agent's beliefs to reach the point of optimal inference by taking short belief trajectories, given the natural gradient follows the direction of steepest descent [31] and the free energy landscape at hand is convex (see Appendix A). This means that active inference entails dynamics that are both computationally and energetically efficient.
In the case of simulated (i.e., discretised) belief dynamics, active inference and natural gradient perform equally well on average; in terms of the information length accrued during belief updating. In some cases, however, the belief trajectories taken by both schemes were significantly longer than the geodesic. This is to be expected since agents' beliefs move myopically to the free energy minimum. In short, our mathematical and numerical analyses suggest that biological agents can effectively perform natural gradient descent in a biologically plausible manner. From an engineering perspective, this means that variational message passing and belief propagation, which can be construed as special cases of free energy minimisation on the same sort of generative models [55] , implicitly perform natural gradient descent.
A more general point here is that the tools furnished by information geometry are ideally suited to formalise and visualise the inferential dynamics implemented within the brain, as well as their efficiency. This paves the way for more complex applications of information geometry to characterise inference in neuroscience. Furthermore, the idea that the brain implements natural gradient descent might not only be useful in formally characterising its computational efficiency but might also provide post-hoc validation to natural gradient in the fields of information geometry, mathematical optimisation and machine learning.
Conclusion
First, this work provides a step towards bridging the gap between the generic, first-principles accounts of brain function -provided by active inference -and the more detailed and empirically driven (neural mass) models of neuronal dynamics. Second, by surveying evidence supporting the process theories entailed by active inference -and demonstrating through formal and numerical analysis that active inference approximates natural gradient descentour work suggests that biological agents approximate natural gradient descent on free energy for state-estimation. Natural gradient descent has nice properties, in that it specifies the steepest belief dynamics to the free energy minimum. Since the free energy landscape for discrete state-estimation is convex, the belief trajectories taken are short, which incurs a minimal computational and metabolic cost for the agent that implements them. Assuming that natural selection has optimised metabolic and computational efficiency, our work suggests that it has implicitly approximated the steepest direction in information space; namely, natural gradient descent. In itself, this reflects the free energy principle, from which active inference inherits. In other words, the variational principle of free energy minimisation implies the most efficient path (of least action), both in terms of any given agent or phenotype and at an evolutionary level in terms of conspecifics.
Software availability
The belief updating process described in this article are generic and can be implemented using standard routines (e.g., spm_MDP_VB_X.m). These routines are available as Matlab code in the SPM academic software: http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/. Examples of simulations can be found via a graphical user interface by typing DEM (e.g., DEM_demo_MDP_X.m for the T-Maze task [17] , rule_learning.m for the artificial curiosity and abstract rule learning task [30] ).
of classical probability distributions, which includes the scope of this paper) a smooth manifold, where each point corresponds to a certain parameterisation of the probability distribution, i.e., a (smooth) statistical manifold. We can then define the Fisher information metric tensor as This is an n by n matrix where n is the dimensionality of s and q. There exist other equivalent definitions [50, 51] . This is nice, because a choice of an inner product at each point on the manifold enables to compute the length of tangent vectors. Let v be such a tangent vector at a point s, then its norm is given by This means that we can also compute the length of smooth curves. Let be such a curve. Its information length is given by Where .
We can trivially extend this definition to compute the information distance between points, say s and s'. This is simply the information length of the shortest curve connecting the two points.
Where, technically, inf denotes the infimum of the quantity subject to the constraints in the subscript. Let us take a step back to see why these definitions are sensible.
Statistical manifolds are generally curved, therefore it is only possible to compute distances locally, by deforming the small region of consideration into a portion of Euclidean space. This is impractical and does not solve the problem of computing distances over larger scales. Even if one did so, one would recover a deformed version of the Euclidean distance, which would, generally speaking, not measure distance in terms of information. The raison d'être of the metric tensor is to allow the computation of distances on the manifold in a consistent way, and in our case consistently with the difference in Shannon information.
If one replaced g in the definitions above by the identity matrix (i.e., the metric tensor that is used implicitly in Euclidean space), one recovers the classical notion of length of a vector (i.e., the square root of the inner product), the classical notion of the length of a curve, namely The distance between two points is a little trickier as it involves proving that the shortest path between two points is the straight line when the metric tensor is the identity. This involves solving the geodesic equation (see Appendix D) for this metric tensor. Once this is done, inserting a straight line in the above equation returns the usual Euclidean distance.
Appendix C. Fisher information metric tensor on the simplex
Suppose there are n+1 possible states . Then a categorical distribution over those states is defined as . The statistical manifold of all possible parameters is the interior of the n-dimensional simplex which is defined as The Fisher information metric tensor can be defined as .
The KL-divergence between two categorical distributions is given by
We can take second derivatives Where is the Kronecker delta. Finally, Appendix E. Information distance on the simplex
The distance between two points on a statistical manifold is given by the information length of the shortest path (i.e., geodesic) between the two. Given two points on the simplex, we have seen in Appendix D that the geodesic between these points is Furthermore, from Appendix B we have seen that the information distance between two points is the information length of the geodesic between them Lastly, from Appendix C, the Fisher information metric tensor on the simplex is Therefore, expanding the expression inside the information distance It is possible to show that is constant for each . One can do this by taking the derivative with respect to and noting that the result vanishes. This means that one can remove the integral and find a concise expression for the information distance:
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